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To whom it may concern:

I would like to recommend NNE Construction Inc. as a contracting company. We have used NNE for the
past 7 years starting in 2008. The first job was to install Fiber Optic cable several thousand feet between

two of our core buildings. The pull was not the simplest as it was through old existing conduit behind an

abandoned coax cable. NNE was able to quickly accomplish the job at the price point and quality that I

require for my projects.

Over the years we have used them for a variety of different projects from trenching, directional boring,

fiber optic installation, fiber optic splicing, microwave, wireless installations, and break fixes. They have

always exceeded my expectations, come within budget, and provided a high quality end product.

Our recent project with them, I feel, truly tested their abilities. We had a very tight budget for a rather

complicated project. The first phase of the project included 10 bores in our down town area which is very
utility laden. NNE was able to complete all of the bores in a very short amount of time even when many

unexpected in ground obstacles arose. Pulling and splicing of the Fiber Optic cable followed the

completion of the boring. NNE came in at less than half of one of the competitors for the pulling and

splicing project. This was incredibly important to keep the project on budget. NNE was able to hand pull

almost twenty thousand feet of cable through over fifty pull boxes in an expedited fashion. That enabled

their splicers to follow right on their heels splicing the main and various branches together. All of this was

done working around a variety of different peoples’ schedules and was done so without complaint. They

again provided me an end product that exceeded my expectations, but not my budget.

Sincerely,

Ben Mangeng

IS Manager


